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Supply Chain Attacks + Social Engineering: 
Prepared for the New Era of Business  
Email Compromise Phishing?

No malicious links. No attachments. Nothing for advanced malware detection tools to sandbox. Business 

Email Compromise phishing, or BEC phishing, relies on spoofs, social engineering and account takeovers to trick 

victims into transferring funds and disclosing other valuable information. 

Despite it being relatively low-tech, it’s highly effective and lucrative — and increasingly, exploiting organizations’ 

weakest link: their supply chain. According to the FBI, BEC scams exploiting cloud-based email services have 

cost US business over $2.1 billion in losses.1 Leveraging free hosted webmail, the low cost of entry for 

attackers also means BEC attacks continue to rise. Research and advisory firm Gartner has also noted a  

100 percent increase in BEC attacks in 2019.2  

 

Unfortunately, BEC continues to evolve with attackers using account takeovers (ATOs) as a crucial element  

of supply chain attacks. Compromised credentials and emails lend authenticity to sophisticated Type 3 and 4 

supply chain-based BEC attacks and allow attackers to evade detection for longer periods. For example, there are 

indications that attackers in the SolarWinds supply chain attack compromised the company’s Microsoft Office 

365 email as part of the drawn-out campaign.3

Our work with customers of all sizes, ranging from Fortune 500 organizations to smaller businesses, to identify 

and stop active fraud in progress shows that BEC attacks are only getting more sophisticated. In 2020 alone, 

Area 1 stopped more than $317 million active BEC fraud attempts. 

Based on what we’ve seen in customer environments and in the wild, here’s our annual guide to 

understanding the ongoing evolution of BEC.

1 “Cyber Criminals Conduct Business Email Compromise through Exploitation of Cloud-Based Email Services, Costing U.S. Businesses More than $2 Billion.”  
 FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center, 06 April 2020, https://www.ic3.gov/Media/Y2020/PSA200406. 
2 Harris, Mark, Chugh, Ravisha, and Allan, Ant. “Protecting Against Business Email Compromise Phishing (ID G00716389)” Gartner, 19 March 2020,  
 https://www.gartner.com/document/3982230.  
3 SolarWinds Corporation — Form 8-K, Commission File Number 001-38711. United States Securities and Exchange Commision, 14 December 2020,  
 https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1739942/000162828020017451/swi-20201214.htm. Accessed 21 January 2021.
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BEC ATTACKER TECHNIQUESBEC ATTACKER TECHNIQUES

After a decade of evolving, BEC today falls into four distinct types with specific characteristics:

• TYPE 1: Leverages CXOs as the lure (inter-organization impersonation), typically using spoofed sender  
 names and domains 

• TYPE 2: Leverages functional employees (intra-organization impersonation) as lures through employee  
 account takeovers 

• TYPE 3: Leverages a trusted partner’s functional employees/peers as lures through spoofing 

• TYPE 4: Infiltrates supply chain. Leverages a trusted partner’s functional employees/peers  
 as lures through account takeovers

However, regardless of attack type, most organizations are not prepared to address all four generations of BEC attacks 

(let alone Type 4, infiltrated supply chain BEC attacks). 

It’s important to understand the differences between these attack types, why they get past secure email gateways, email 

authentication such as DMARC and SPF, and what’s required to successfully defend against all four types of BEC phishing.
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[REDACTED]@AOL.COM

TYPE 1 BEC 
USING SPOOFED  
SENDER DOMAIN AND  
CXO IMPERSONATION

The Anatomy of Type 1 BEC Phishing

Type 1 BEC phishing is a fairly basic attack — the type 

most people are familiar with, and the most “recognizable” 

as an attack. A known threat actor technique since 2012, 

it is also sometimes referred to as CEO fraud or CXO 

impersonation.

In Type 1 BEC phishing, the attacker impersonates 

(“spoofs”) someone of power inside an organization: 

typically the CEO, CFO, or other C-level executive 

whom subordinate employees (the ultimate target 

victims) would trust. 

Type 1 BECs are externally sourced. At first glance, the 

email may look like it’s sent from within the organization, 

but it’s actually sent from an external email account 

(e.g., Gmail or Yahoo) with a lookalike or spoofed domain. 

For example, an attacker targeting an employee at 

mycompany.com, may send an email from  

ceo-name@mycornpany.com. In the rush to respond to 

an executive request, the typical email recipient may 

not notice the spoofed domain and comply. It also 

doesn’t help that most email providers “helpfully” mask 

the sender’s email, only showing the display name, 

which the attacker can set to anything, like your CEO’s 

name.

Finally, Type 1 BEC phish usually have an immediate 

request or “call-to-action” (CTA) that’s financial in nature. 

The typical message checks if an employee is available, 

asks for help while conveying a sense of urgency, then 

asks the employee to transfer funds, purchase gift cards 

or make some other financial transaction. By using the 

C-suite as a lure and creating a sense of urgency, the 

attacker capitalizes on human nature and the dutiful 

employee’s desire to be helpful. 

AA  SIMPLE SPOOFSIMPLE SPOOF  OFOF  YOURYOUR  CEO CEO 

RECOGNIZING TYPE 1 BECRECOGNIZING TYPE 1 BEC

• Attacker uses a 
compromised AOL account

• Impersonates CXO

• Message passes email 
authentication (SPF, DKIM 
and DMARC)
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The Anatomy of Type 2 BEC Phishing

BEC phishing techniques evolved in around 2017, 

forming what we defined as Type 2 BEC. Type 2 BEC 

attacks are more advanced and take more effort for  

the attacker to execute, but they still tend to follow  

the basic message structure of Type 1 BEC with 

immediate, financial requests. 

What’s different about Type 2 BEC is that now the 

sender email originates from within the organization 

from what appears to be another employee peer. 

Instead of leveraging executive authority, Type 2 BEC 

attacks count on recipients lending a hand to help  

a fellow coworker.

Attacks in the Type 2 category leverage compromised 

employee accounts and account takeovers.  

 

To accom plish this, an attacker obtains legitimate 

employee credentials through credential phishing or 

harvested as part of previous breaches. Afterwards, the 

attacker logs in as the employee (who is also a victim 

of the attack), effectively taking over their account. 

Since the email account is legitimate, standard security 

defenses won’t recognize the “sender” as an attacker.

ACCOUNTSACCOUNTS  COMPROMISED,COMPROMISED,  BUSINESSBUSINESS  COMPROMISEDCOMPROMISED

HOW TYPE 1 BEC HOW TYPE 1 BEC 
EVADES TRADITIONAL  EVADES TRADITIONAL  
EMAIL SECURITYEMAIL SECURITY

   Evade reputation checks by  

creating new domains

   Pass email authentication by  

using hosted webmail,  

lookalike domains 

  

   Pass sender validation checks  

by using hosted webmail 

   Lookalike domains and masked sender 

email addresses still get missed 

despite security awareness training 
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The Anatomy of Type 3 BEC Phishing

The last two types of BEC, Types 3 and 4, leverage  

supply chain partners in their attacks. 

Type 3 BEC is similar to Type 1 in that it primarily  

uses spoofing. However, instead of spoofing an 

executive within the organization, it spoofs an  

employee at a third-party vendor or supplier. 

Because the sender is not from the same organization 

as the targeted victim, but from a vendor with an existing 

relationship, it can be harder to verify whether any 

requests in the email are legitimate. Type 3 BEC can 

evade legacy security systems in a similar fashion to 

Type 1 BECs.

COMPROMISED USER

• Attacker uses a compromised 
employee’s account to phish  
another colleague

• Uses a Microsoft URL shortener  
to mask link

• URL redirects to a credential harvester 
hosted on Microsoft OneDrive account

• Even users with security awareness 
training can be fooled by “legitimate” 
Microsoft Live link when hovering  
over URL

TYPE 2 BEC 
LEVERAGING A  
COMPROMISED  
EMPLOYEE ACCOUNT

RECOGNIZING TYPE 2 BECRECOGNIZING TYPE 2 BEC

HOW TYPE 2 BEC HOW TYPE 2 BEC 
EVADES TRADITIONAL  EVADES TRADITIONAL  
EMAIL SECURITYEMAIL SECURITY

 THE THE  SUPPLYSUPPLY  CHAINCHAIN  SUPPLIERSUPPLIER  SPOOFSPOOF

   Passes email authentication (DMARC, 

SPF, DKIM) as emails are sent from 

legitimate, internal email accounts

   Does not get detected up by security 

tools only looking for external threats 

(i.e. no insider threat detection) 

   Does not get detected up by security 

tools sitting at the perimeter  

(e.g. email gateways)

   Employees, security systems may not 

detect that credentials have been 

compromised, accounts taken over 
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The Anatomy of Type 4 BEC Phishing

The evolution of BEC has led to what is now referred to 

as a sophisticated Type 4 BEC. Over the past few years, 

Area 1 has uncovered a surge in this category of BEC, 

which impersonates a trusted third-party or supplier, 

has no immediate CTA, and unfolds over multiple 

conversation threads and weeks (and sometimes  

even months).

Type 4 BEC is externally sourced and, similar to  

Type 3 BEC, impersonates a functional peer at a 

trusted third-party. However, instead of a simple  

spoof, impersonation is accomplished through an 

account takeover. 

Using a partner’s employee (typically someone in 

accounting, finance, marketing, legal or other functional 

department) as the lure, Type 4 BEC phish purposefully 

builds trust over multiple emails — sometimes over 

several months. This drawn-out “long con” attack spans 

several phases shown below, with the end goal of 

redirecting funds to an attacker account. 

 THE THE INFILTRATED INFILTRATED  SUPPLIERSUPPLIER  LONGLONG  CONCON
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• Compromised vendor account

• Watched email threads for months, 
learning the victim’s behavior

• Registered a proximity domain  
(vendar.com)

• Paid for and created  
a real Google G-Suite account

• Published the correct email 
authentication records

• Timed attack with target’s service 
renewal period

• Pivoted thread, sending the response 
from the newly-registered proximity 
domain

TYPE 4 BEC 
LEVERAGING A  
COMPROMISED SUPPLIER / 
BUSINESS PARTNER

RECOGNIZING TYPE 4 BECRECOGNIZING TYPE 4 BEC

Type 4 BEC is difficult to discover without following the entire conversation. Here’s what a Type 4 BEC attack can look like. 

HOW TYPE 4 BEC HOW TYPE 4 BEC 
EVADES TRADITIONAL  EVADES TRADITIONAL  
EMAIL SECURITYEMAIL SECURITY

 Highly authentic emails coming from 

legitimate domains belonging to 

trusted suppliers are not detected by 

cloud email defenses, SEGs or email 

authentication

 Initial supplier victim organization 

often does not know they are 

compromised

 Phishing campaign happens over 

extended period of time, over  

multiple email threads

 Most of the conversation is benign

  Delayed and normal-sounding  

CTA and requests are not picked  

up as suspicious by traditional  

email security
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TO DETECTTO DETECT  ANDAND  BLOCKBLOCK  SOPHISTICATEDSOPHISTICATED  BECBEC  PHISHING,PHISHING,  EMAILEMAIL  SECURITYSECURITY    

DEFENSES NEEDDEFENSES NEED  TOTO  DELIVERDELIVER  THESETHESE  SIXSIX  DIFFERENTDIFFERENT  CAPABILITIES: CAPABILITIES: 

The new era of BEC won’t be reliably stopped by SEGs, security awareness training, DMARC and other legacy 
defenses. Next-gen security solutions that are capable of detecting, adapting and scaling to new attacker 
methods must be deployed. To see how Area 1 Security provides comprehensive protection against all forms of 
BEC phishing attacks, request a free trial at https://www.area1security.com/overview/demo-request/. 

  

How to Protect Against  
All Types of BEC Phishing
Effectively protecting against BEC requires advanced email security techniques to detect imposter accounts.  

It calls for an intimate knowledge of attacker techniques and infrastructure, combined with advanced machine 

learning algorithms for detection, so that BEC attempts are stopped before they ever reach an employee’s inbox. 
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About Area 1 Security
Area 1 Security is the only company that preemptively stops Business Email Compromise, malware, 

ransomware and targeted phishing attacks. By focusing on the earliest stages of an attack, Area 1 

stops phish — the root cause of 95 percent of breaches — 24 days (on average) before they launch. 

Area 1 also offers the cybersecurity industry’s first and only performance-based pricing model, 

Pay-per-Phish.

Area 1 is trusted by Fortune 500 enterprises across financial services, healthcare, critical 

infrastructure and other industries, to preempt targeted phishing attacks, improve their 

cybersecurity posture, and change outcomes.

Area 1 is cloud-native, a Certified Microsoft Partner, and Google Cloud Technology Partner of the 

Year for Security. To learn more, visit www.area1security.com, follow us on LinkedIn, or subscribe 

to the Phish of the Week newsletter.


